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Abstract 

Vertical constraints on the horizontal generation structure are 

discussed. The minimal electro/nuclear scheme for which the generation 

structure must be pure is identified to be the partially unified Pati-

Salam SU(4)_xsuC2).xSU(2)R. SOCIO) type unification furthermore requires 

the horizontal group factor to be axial. This in turn crucially affects 

the Yukawa couplings in such a way that a minimal Higgs system with only 

two conventional scalars is capable of uniquely giving rise to the 

'canonical' Fritzsch-type mass matrix, for any arbitrary number of 

fermionic families. The anomaly free equations then provide the desired 

one-to-one correspondence between the mass matrices in the two charged 

quark sectors. The derived horizontal quantum numbers suggest that the 

maximal horizontal group factor be SU(2), with the generations furnishing 

two neighbor j and j + ? representations. Finally a careful phase analysis 

shows that the tree-level soft and superweak CP-violation solely reflects 

the non-Abelian character of the horizontal group, representing an induced 

internal rotation which is triggered by the phase elimination performed in 

the vertical sector. 
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I. Introduction 

In the golden age of non-Abelian gauge theories, equipped with the 

elegant SU(3)*SU(2)xU(l) electro/nuclear scheme and surrounded by grand 

unification ideas, the fermionic mass spectrum is still completely mysterious. 

Ironically, this is the situation in spite of the fact that the mass generating 

mechanism itself seems to be quite well established within the framework of 

spontaneously broken gauge theories. It is widely believed though that the 

structure of the Fermi mass matrix is primarily governed by an underlying so-

called horizontal symmetry whose major role is, of course, to resolve the 

outstanding puzzle of the repeated fermionic families. It may turn out that 

such an extra syimetry which removes the WS-GIM degeneracy is nothing but a 

global discrete symmetry ; however it is more likely that we are actually 

(2) 
dealing with a fully gauged local continuous symmetry^ .treating the 

vertical and the horizontal interactions on the same footing. In this paper 

we adopt the latter point of view discussing in some detail the major 

consequences of having what we define as a pure generation structure. 

It is crucial to emphasize that the introduction of a horizontal group 

factor to overcome the superfluous replication in the ferraionic sector does 

not necessarily reflect a pure generation structure, What count are obviously 

the relative horizontal assignments of various members belonging to the same 

family . This is however partially or fully controlled by the underlying 

vertical structure,1 Notice that the mininal single-generation scheme whose 

associated generation structure must be ^re is odiously the partially unified 

Pati-Salam^ ' SU(2) XSU(2)R*SU(4). A given lepton must then carry exactly the 

same horizontal assignments as its three colored quark partners. Taking further 

into account the fact that all chiral fermions furnish exclusively Su(2). R 



doublets, the horizontal QN must be vertically degenerate in this particular 

(4) 
L***R symmetric case. This should be contrasted with the grand unifying 

SU(5) scheme where a priori the generation structure needs not be pure, 

reflecting the existence of two different irreducible fermionic representations 

for each family, unless of course the scheme is required to be SO(IO)^ 

•embeddable. 

Let us briefly outline the main physical arguments and consequences we 

discuss in this paper: 

(i) A characteristic feature of having a pure generation structure is that 

it can be physically described only by schemes which offer a vector-like or 

alternatively flavor-chiral horizontal structure. This is fully consistent J 

with the general idea of grand unification. Currently popular vertical unifica

tion attempts do require in fact the horizontal groups to be aoual^ J. 

Consequently, crucial constraints are imposed on the Yukawa interactions and 

hence on the structure of the Fermi mass matrix. For the sake of clarity we 

have chosen to make our points, at the early stages of this paper, using the 

f 81 
minimal1- J horizontal symmetry U'(l) . 

(ii) Horizontal flavor chirality and a minimal Higgs system are combined 

for uniquely establishing a well-known fermionic mass matrix which can be regarded 

as canonical by now. We refer of course to the Fritzsch type1 J mass matrix which 

solely reflects nearest-neighbor Yukawa couplings and exhibits in addition only 

one diagonal element. Such a mass matrix usually accompanies schemes involving 

discrete horizontal symmetries . In our case, the most general N*N mass matrix 

with a non-degenerate spectrum turns out to be either canonical or semi-canonical 

consisting of two canonical blocks. 



(iii) Specifying the structure of the mass matrix in a given 

quark sector creates a situation where all the horizontal QN of the theory 

are expressed in terms of only two parameters. It is not guaranteed 

though that the anomaly-free equations^ ' then can be satisfied at all. 

However, it turns out that the QN responsible for the canonical mass 

structure not only do they lead to a renormalizable theory, but they 

furthermore establish, using the horizontal flavor-chirality, a one-to-one 

correspondence between the mass matrices of the two charged quark sectors. 

In particular, if Ml ' is canonical so must be M^u), but with a characteristic 

relative deformation between the two matrices that cannot be rotated 

away. This relative deformation becomes crucial when discussing the 

CP-violation of the scheme. 

Civ) The horizontal QN derived in our U'CI). scheme naturally suggest 

that the maximal horizontal group factor be ' SU(2). It is by no means 

trivial why should the canonical structure of the Fermi mass matrix signify 

such an horizontal symetry. Another interesting result is that the gene

rations are allowed to furnish two neighbor j and j +•=• representations at 

most. 

(v) A major bonus of the horizontal flavor-chiral scheme with a 

minimal Higgs system has to do with CP-violation. The first trivial 

observation is that M^ ' and wu' forcefully contain a physical phase which 

cannot be rotated away. Nonetheless, the surprising fact is that we can 

have neither strong nor weak soft three level CP-violation. The leading 

tree-level CP-violation solely reflects the non-Abelian character of the 

horizontal group and is naturally superweak.(12) within the framework of a 

horizontal SU(2), CP-violation exhibits a simple geometrical meaning. 
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II. Vertical constraints on the horizontal structure 

Consider an electro/nuclear theory based on the local gauge group 

G..XG.,, with G„ being the vertical single-generation symmetry whose repeated 
V ji V 

fermionic representations are expected to be fully classified fcy virtue 

of the horizontal G„ group. For G„ we first choose the standard 

SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l) and later discuss other alternatives such as 

SU(3)xSL'C2)LxSU(2)RxU(l)BL> SU(2)LxSU(2)RxSU(4),SU(5) and SOCIO), while 

for the sake of simplicity, G. is momentarily specified to be a U'(l) 

group. The choice of making our points using a horizontal U'(l) group 

is favorea by the following facts: (i) We are lacking physical hints 

with regard to the intergenerational structure, so that the minimal 

alternative is presently preferred, (ii) Only an Abelian horizontal 

group can guarantee, prior to the spontaneous symicetry-breakdown, the 

absence of flavor-changing neutral-currents in both the quark and the 

lepton sectors, and (iii)Y associated with U'(l) may actually represent 

a general generator of some larger gauge group. 

Consistent with the WS-GIM generation structure which characterizes 

the fermionic sector, the most general SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l)xU'(l)-QN assignments 

are the following: 

M1 

->(2,2,Y=-1,Y'=1.) 

->(1,1,Y=2,Y'= 1!) (2-la) 

_>(I,1,Y=0,Y'= 1!'), 



•^.Y-l.V'^) 

->(3,1,Y = f.Y^qf) (2.1b) 

Several remarks concerning this general classification are in order: 

1) Fo-** the sake of convenience, we have adopted the conventional 

notation where all the spin ̂  chiral fields are exclusively left-handed. 

If f. belongs to so\ne representation r, f must, of course, belong to 

the conjugate representation r*. 

2) The index i=l, , N denotes the generation number. For the 

sake of presenting a general discussion, we meanwhile do not specify N. 

3] We emphasize that v (or alternatively v ) need not be intro

duced into the theory. Nonetheless, unlike in the standard WS model, 

the door is now open for the incorporation of right-handed neutrinos in 

such a way that both the extreme lightness of the ordinary neutrinos 

as well as the suppression of gauge interactions beyond WS would 

necessarily be attributed to the same origin . 

4) To eliminate any superfluous replication in the theory, we 

are obliged to assume that 

W- ,qV i q!.' for i i j. (2.2) 
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It is quite clear that without such a logical requirement, one actually lose? 

the motivation to proceed beyond the single-generation level. It is 

also obvious that (2.2) is to be somewhat relaxed once U'(U is replaced 

by a larger horizontal group factor. 

5) In order that the theory be renormalizable, it is necessary for 

the QN associated with the horizontal group to satisfy the following 

anomaly-free constraints : 

lh - -3lqr 

[(1^1!) = -±£ (5qi+q;+4qV). 

lV?-i;2> I (qAq!2^2), (2.3) 

T(21 3+l!3+l'/3)*-3j (2o.3+q.,3+qV3). 

The next thing to do is to look for possible relations aipong the 

various horizontal QN. Such relations, if they exist, may in general 

severely restrict the structure of the Fermi mass matrices in different 

fermionic sectors. They must however be associated with the complete 

or eve.i the partical unification of the vertical interactions. Therefore 

it is important to emphasize the fact that the so-called single-generation 

unification can take place, leaving the generation puzzie completely untouched -

Moreover, the relative success of theories like SU(5) or S0(10) is expressed 

by the striking correlation they offer between the -truc^yre of the electro/ 

nuclear interactions and the ;on":ent of the fundamental set of fermions 
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This strongly indicates that the single generation group factor does play 

a major role in grand unification, suggesting that the grand unifying 

f 141 group be semi-simple v '. At any rate, here are the main examples 

concerning the possibility of having interesting relations among the QN 

associated with the horizontal U'(l): 

(i) Left-right symmetric electro/weak models ' start from the 

extended flavor group Gy = SU(3)xSU(2)LxSU(2)RxU(l)B before descending 

into the standard intermediate WS stage. The right-handed fermions form 

doublets under SU(2)_. This simply means that 

li=l£. <?•=<?•• (2-") 

Another interesting feature is due to the discrete L •*-> R symmetry. 

If the bare Lagrangian is invariant under f. "*-*" fR, we must also have 

-l.=ir=l'.', -q.=q!=qV. (2.5a) 
l 1 1 nl nl nl v 

since f* and f; are the conjugates of each other. Alternatively, the 

invariance may be under fT** (fR)
 s f, , which would imply 

1.=1.'=1V, q.=q'.=qV. (2.5b) 
l l l' M l M l Mi *• 

It is crucial to notice that (2.Sa) corresponds to a vectorial U'(0. 

while (2.5b) represents the axial version. The major difference 

between these two characteristic types of horizontal interactions is to 

be expressed by their completely different structures of the fermions 

mass matrices. 
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(ii) The_ interpretation of the lepton number [or alternatively the 

(3) the B-L combination) as the fourth color is compatible with 

This reflects the deep quark-lepton correspondence according to which 

each co.lor triplet of quarks finds its suitable colorless leptonic partner 

and together furnish one fundamental representation of Pati-Salam SU(4). 

(iii) The partially unified G„ = SU(4)xSU(2).xSli(2)r combines 

(2.5) and (2.6) to result in either 

-l.=l!=V.'=-q.=q'.=q':, (2.7a) 

or 

l^lJ^o.^qV, (2-7b) 

depending on whether the horizontal strucute is vector-like or flavor-

chiral, respectively. Consequently, this becomes the first example 

where the horizontal QN of any given generation must be the same up to 

a common scale. This serves towards the goal of having a pure generation 

structure, and together with the anomaly-free constraints [2.3) provides 

an extremely tight scheme. 

[41 (iv) The minimal unifying symmetry on the vertical side, namely 

Gv = SU(5), suggests 
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and has the option of not incorporating right-handed neutrinos. This 

is because an ordinary SU(5) generation consists of the anomaly-free 

combination 10>5+(1). We note in passing that a renormalizable 

SU(S)xU'(l) theory for only one generation actually necessitates right-

handed neutrinos. This follows immediately from the anomaly-free 

equations which have a unique solution for this particular case, given 

by l=-3, l'=l and ll:=5. 

(v) An SOQOjy-originated^ ' scheme minimizes the left-over 

degrees of freedom in fixing the horizontal QN. S0(1Q) provides a 

single complex representation for the fermions of each generation, and 

has both SU(5)xU(15 as well as SU(4)xSU(2)xSU(2) as its maximal subgroups. 

It is thus not surprising to deduce that (2.Sb) must hold. Denoting 

by x. the common Y'-QN of all the left-handed members of a given 

generation, the surviving anomaly free constraints read 

J V I**- 0 . (2.9) 

Notice that for N $ 3, the requirements (2.9) determine the horizontal 

QN up to a common scale! 

At this point, let us come back for a while to rediscuss the 

philosphical problem associated with the definition of a fermionic 

generation. Naively,we expect of course all the members of a given 

WS-GIM family to share some major common property. Imposing a general 

horizontal symmetry with QN similar to those given by (2.1) does serve 

the major goal of classifying all the repeated sets of quarks and leptons. 

Consequently, unlike in the VS model and even in its single-generation 

unified embeddings, all the fermions are already distinguishable at the 



level of the bare Lagrangian, i.e. prior to the spontaneous symmetry 

breaking. Nonetheless,the meaning of a fernrjnic generation must be 

much deeper than this. Following the above cases (i)-(v), a 

pure generation structure necessarily characterizes only GV=S0(10) 

and its maximal subgroup SU(4)xSU(2)xSU(2), where all the members of 

a given generation must have the same horizontal ON. Thus, the 

generation puzzle which forces us to proceed beyond the level of SU(5) 

or S0(10) is in fact fully consistent with the single-generation 

vertical unification. Moreover, this is actually the motivation to con

sider vertical-horizontal symmetric semi-simple grand unifying theories 

based on'16-1 SU(5)vxSU(S)H o£i7i SO(]0)yJcSO(10)H • At any rate, we assume from 

now on,unless of course it follows automatically from the vertical group 

factor, that we deal with a pure generation structure. 

We proceed now to specify both the vertical as well as the hori

zontal assignments of the scalar Higgs fields involved in the multi-

generational GyXU'fl) scheme. The ider. is of course to stay as close 

as possible to the single-generation Gv theory. We demonstrate this 

point using the minimal version of G-.=SU(5) just because it has quite a 

well-established Higgs sector with several mass scales. We recall that 

the Georgi-Glashow SU(5) scheme uses the adjoint Higgs multiplet 4(24) 

to descend into the effective SU(3)xSU(2jxU(l) symmetry, a process 

characterized by a typical mass scale of "-10 PeV. Such an energy scale 

is far above the expected scale = — M(W±) of the horizontal interactions. 

Hence, * (24) must have Y' = 0. Other Higgs scalars whose VEVs are res

ponsible for the secondary descent of SUO)xSU(2)xlI(l) into SU(3) xU(l) m 

are $ (5) and/or <(> (4S). They exhibit the WS property of being capable 
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of inducing fermionic masses as well, and this is why they are so important. 

The. advantage of having a horizontal group factor is now expressed by the 

freedom of incorporating several such scalar fields, distinguishable from 

each other by means of their different Y'-QN, and thus serving towards 

both the richness of the Fermi mass matrix as well as its detailed struc

ture. It is important to notice now that had we introduced only * (24) 

and $ (5 or 45), we would have faced the unacceptable situation in which 

the horizontal gauge interactions are mediated by a gauge boson whose 

mass is of order M(W|") . This could have contradicted the observed K -K 

mass difference and violated the experimental loweT bound for v •* ey. On 

the other hand, we must ofcourse be very careful not to spoil the successful 

SU(S) picture when adding some more Higgses to the list. It is thus crucial 

to notice that SU(5)-singlets are the only scalars left which are capable 

of serving our purpose. The necessity of adding *(1) has an extremely 

interesting consequence in a model like SU(5)xU'(1). in which the right-

handed neutrinos are vertical singlets. <fr (1) turns out to be the only 

neutral field which has Yukawa couplings with the right-handed Majorana 

neutrinos. Its relatively large mass scale ^ - M (IV^ provides a natural 

origin for the smallness of the ordinary neutrino masses to arise from. To 

conclude, the Higgs system associated with an SU(5)xU'(l) model consists 

of the following members: 

4>(24;Y'=0), 

*a(S or 45; Y'=hQ) (a. = 1 A ) , (2.10) 

4gCl; Y'=Hg) (B = 1 B ) , 

We still do not specify the explicit values of h- and H„, nor do we 
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restrict the integers A,11. In fact, the total number of independent 

0-fields turns out to bethe most important parameter in fixing the general 

structure of the Fermi mass matrix. For other vertical groups different 

from SU(5), the structure of the generalized Higgs system is expected to 

be very much alike. 

III. The emergence of the 'canonical1 mass matrix 

Let <J) (a=l» ,A] be the conventional Higgs doublets which have 

Yukawa interactions with the fermions, and let their neutral members carry 

non-vanishing VEVswhich we denote by 

< V E V « . C5.1) 

Consequently, we can immediately express the mass matrices in the two 

charged quark sectors by 

M W ) = TM.C?} =Td.. v , (3.2a) 
13 a l j a a l j a ° 

M ^ = > M ^ =VT». . v *, (3.2b) 

13 a 13a a 13<* a 

with i. . and u.. being the various Yukawa coupling constants. The 

crucial role that the horizontal U'(l) plays is expressed by the Yukawa 

couplings which are non-zero provided that the QN of the particles in

volved are such that 

d.. jiO iff x.+x.= h , (3.3a) 
lja 1 j or 

"ija ?D iff x.+x.= -h (3.3b) 
1 J OC 
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Here we adopt the notation where x. is the common Y' of all left-handed 

members associated with the i-th fermionic generation, and h is the 

Y» value of it . 

a 

Several remarks concerning the structure of the mass matrices 

(3.2a,b) along with the associated symmetric constraints (3.3a,b) are 

in order: 

1) The requirement of having no superfluous replication in the 

Higgs sector tells us that a given mass matrix element is either zero 

or proportional to one VEV at most.^ ' This follows from the trivial 

fact that once i and j are given, the combination x. + x. is uniquely 

fixed. 

2) For any given a, v can appear in-any row, column and especially 

along the diagonal of M once at most. It is easy to verify that the 

violation of this would simply imply a theory with identical fermionic 

replications. 

3) The symmetry property of the constraint 0.3) unaer i ** j 

reflects the fact that our horizontal structure is flavor-chlral, namely 

that the U'(1) under consideration is axial. Had we considered the 

horizontal vector-like alternative, we would have obtained a constraint 

similar to (3.3), only with the antisymmetric (x.-x.) replacing the 

symmetric (x.+x.) combination. Having a vectorial rather than an axial 

U'(l) would then result by completely different fennionic mass matrices. 

Later on we discuss it in some more detail. 
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4) We recall the WS property that if it couples to dJ'djL.it is 

<f>„ which may couple to u.uj'. This fact explains the sign difference 

in (3.3b) versus (3.3a). 

Rather than discussing the mass matrices directly* we find it more 

convenient to define a symmetric matrix X, such that 

X.. = x.+x.. 
13 1 J 

(3.4) 

«w Following the combined constraint (3.3), xe see that (i) M:.' t 0 if 

and only if X.. = h , and (ii) M5V' / 0 if and only if X.. =-h . Speci.'yii'g N 

independent elements of X (keeping in mind the restrictions discussed 

earlier) is sufficient for determining X completely. Given X and the 

set h (a»l, ..., A), the structures of fp ' and Vr0' along with their 

relationships are uniquely fixed up to some real Yukawa coupling constants. 

Let us now focus our attention on those elements of X which have exactly 

the same value, denoting this connon value by h. A careful analysis shows 

that, as far as h is concerned and up to a redefinition of the fermionic 

generations, X can only be of the two following types: Either 

£3 
a 

(3.Sa) 
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with a single entry h along the diagonal, or 

(3.5b) 

Altogether one can identify N different possible patterns for each individual 

contribution M to the overall mass matrix.the n-th of which exhibits 

n non-vanishing matrix elements. It becomes therefore \sry convenient 

to denote by 

(3.6) 

that Higgs multiplet <f whose VEV appears n times in M. There may exist 

of course several distinguishable tb* s,which happen to characterized by 

the same n. 

At this stage it becomes quite obvious that the structure of the 

Fermi mass matrix heavily depends on the total number of Higgs fields. 

It is therefore relevant to ask what is the minimal number of such scalars 

needed for establishing a proper fermionic mass hierarchy. Let us be 

specific and much more modest. All that we would like to see is a mass 

matrix which gives rise to N non-degenerate eigen-masses none of which 

vanishes. In particular, 

(i) We do not make any assumptions concerning the values of the 
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Yukawa coupling constants. On the contrary, the non-vanishing ones 

may in general exhibit an arbitrary hierarchy. 

(ii) We do not insist on having any specific kind of mixing. 

Let us find out now whether or not it is possible to incorporate only 

one Higgs field $ in our scheme. Following the only available patterns 

emerging from (3.5a) and (3.5b), the existence of a single 4> would 

necessarily result by pairs on quarks having a common mass. This comes 

about from the subroatrices of the form 

0 (3.7) 

and obviously contradicts the observed formionic spectrum. And since we 

are after a realistic scheme, the introduction of at least one more 

4>-field seems to be unavoidable. We thus proceed to study in detail 

the important consequences of having two Higgs fields, with non-vanishing 

VEVs, which have Yukawa interactions with the fermions. 

Consider a multigenerational theory based on the local gauge group 

GyXU1(1) whose Higgs system contains two scalar ^-fields. Using the 

notation (3.6), they are 

$£ + 4»J (M>p*q*l) - (3.8} 

In order that we may have N different non-zero eigen-masses in the (say) 

|Q| = 1/3 quark sector (M*-u* is to be discussed after fixing the structure 

of M^ ' ) , the integers p and q must satisfy one major requirement. In 

order to be specific, we first deduced from the patterns given by (3.5a,b) 
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k k+1 

that $ N introduces [-=-] independent equations which are to be satisfied 

by the elements x.+x. of X. Here, the symbol [jr] stands for the largest 

integer which is smaller than r. Thus, the requirement we are after 

takes the explicit form 

lift • jSfrl N. (3.9) 

The violation of (3.9) means the survival of some fermionic mass degeneracy 

and/or massless quarks! 

Depending on whether N,p,q are even or odd, the above Diophantine-like 

inequality admits only the following solutions: 

W *N + • N, (3.10a) 

(ii). *{J • * 2 _ 1 , (3.10b) 

(iii) *JJ_1+ * ' N _ 1 0* even), (3.10c) 

(iv) <|>Jj + *JJ"2 (N odd) (3.10d) 

tfe analyse now these cases and their corresponding structures for br '. 

Case I: *jj + $'|j (N even) 

The restrictions on Vr ' discussed previously demand that each TOW 

and each column of X contain in this case exactly one element equal to 

h. Using the freedom of renaming the generations (nothing prevents us 

at this stage from arbitrarily permutating the indices i=l, ... , N ) , and 

without any lose of generality, X can be arranged to read 
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h 
h 

h 
h 

[3.11) 

which is the maximal case of type (3.5b). h and h' denote as usual the Y' 

N N 
of ij> and<ti'„ respectively. It is important to notice the existence of 

a residual freedom in the redefinition of the generations. In fact, the 

h-structure given by (3.11) stays invariant under the permutation subgroup 

spanned by 

(1**2), (3->-4), (N-l-»-N), 

1~3 l<-5 N-3~N-1 
l2++4J, l2**6J, , IN-2-M- N ' . 

(3.12) 

Focusing next on the h'-terms, the above degree of freedom is used to 

finally write X as 

h 
h, h' 

h' h 
h h' 

h" 

• h' 
h' h 

h 

(3.13) 
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with the unspecified terms being different of course from h,h'. Unfortunately, 

we now argue that (3.13] cannot describe a realistic U'tl) horizontal 

scheme. To see this we calculate the QN x. which must satisfy the equations 

V*2 = V X 4 = " Vl+*N = h ' 

V2+XN-1 = h ' ' 
(3.14) 

The solution turns out to be 

^N-l,X2 = X4 
xN,h (3.15) 

violating the requirement of having no superfluous replication and the 

*N + * N 
self-consistency of (3.13). This rules out the $!J + $' „ (N even) case. 

Case II: *jj + *'Jj (N odd) 

First notice that one possible pattern, namely 

X = 

h> h 

h h' 

h1 

h 
h h' 

h'h 

(3.16) 

is self-inconsistent since it leads to 

v • • • • • v h = h ' -
(3.17) 
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Next we argue that the most general pattern associated with case II 

is such that it contains a diagonal sub-pattern similar to (3.16) only 

for n < N (n add),with the rest of the pattern being of type (3.10) 

for (N-n) even. This statement can be verified sir.ply by construction. 

The coiclusion is therefore that the superfluous replication cannot be avoided 

even in this case, and hence the possibility of having the Higgs system 

N N 
&. + <(?'.. has to be rejected for both N evftn as well as N odd. 

K N-l 
Case III: * N

 + ^ (N even) 

Using the technique demonstrated in Case 1, we are led to a unique 

solution given by 

X = 

h 
h h' 
h' h 

h 

h 
h h' 

h' h 
H h' 

(3.18) 

The associated x.- QN satisfy the equations 

VX2= VX4 = ••• = * N - 1 + X N = h > 

and one finds 

(3-19) 

\ ' \ (h+h')-I (2N-2k+l)(-l)k(h-h'). 

,Cd) 

(3.20) 

The resulting matrix Mu ' has the characterstic 'canonical' structure 
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suggested by Fritzsch. It exhibits the so-cal led pure nearest-neighbour 

Yukawa interactions along with a s ingle non-zero diagonal element, i . e . 

KW> 

0 d.ve iX 

„iX 0 d2v'e * 

d 2 v e i x ' " 

I 

LX 

„iX \.r" veiX' 

(3.21) 

Here, 

<•"> = ve1*, ^ h - Ve1*' 
H N 

(3.22) 

while d. ,d .are various Yukawa coupling constants. 

Case IV: ijijj + c^"1 (N odd) 

This case i s very similar to the previous one. X i s given by 

h 
h h' 

h' h 
h h' 

h" 

• h 
h h1 

h'h 

{3.231 
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so that (&. 20) is still valid. M^ * is once again of the canonical type, 

very similar to (3.21). 

Case V: &'1 * G'JJ'1 (N even) 
N N 

This case is somewhat less tight in comparison with the former cases. 

The extra degree of freedom is expressed by the existence of a family of 

independent solutions for X. These solutions are characterized by a number 

n (0<n<N) such that M * is reduced to two separate nxn and (N-n)x(N-n) 

submatrices M, and N r * each of which is however of the canonical structure. 

Namely, 

MJV; 0 * ? " ; 0 
H ( d ) = ! l ' i v l c r f 1 ' , „ ) C3.24) 

We refer to this kind of a mass matrix as a semi-canonical one. 

Case VI: cfjj + <(ijj"2 (N odd) 

Once again an integer n is invoked to classify the various possible 

alternatives which turn out to be not too different from those of the 

previous case. Explicitly we find 

M^1; 0 
M ( dM I V ] (5.25) 

We would like to remark that not all possible semi-canonical 

mass matrices are capable of accompanying a renormalizable theory. 

The explicit values for x.expressed in terms of h, h' are of course 
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M dependent, and in principle do not have to satisfy the anomaly-free 

equations. Later we show that only n = j for N even and n = ^ i for 

N odd survive. 

IV • The link between l/d^ and M^"3 

So far we have completed the classification of the various Ferni 

mass matrices in a given charged quark sector chosen to be the down-

quark sector. We have shown that the only allowed M^ ' patterns are 

either canonical or alternatively semi-canonical consisting of two 

canonical blocks. The main question now is straight forward: Given 

h Ml ', what can be said about Nr >t To answer this we first recall that 

(i) X contains the relevant information about the structures of both Mv 

as well as M, J and (ii) for each Vr pattern, X is indeed uniqely fixed. 

For example, for the canonical cases 111 and IV we have 

X = i (h+h')~ (h-h')[(2N-2k+l)(-l)k+(2N--.?,*l)(-l))l ]. (4.i) 
k£ l 4 

Among the various Xk£ one can easily identify the ones which are equal 

h or h1, they are given by (3.18) or (3.23) for an even and odd N, respec

tively. But what about the -h and -h' elements which are responsible, 

following (3.36), for fixing the structure of r u ' . What physical prin

ciple guarantees their appearance exactly in the right places of X such that 

a proper mass matrix would emerge in the up-quark sector as well. 

The link between W- ' and M ' U ' is forcefully provided by the absence 

of triangular anomalies. Not only are the QNs x., which are severely 

restricted by the structure of M , capable of leading to a renormalizable 



theory , but they furthermore predict a canonical M , one-to-one correlated 

to Ml '. To see this we notice that as far as the horizontal QN given by (3.20) are 

concerned, the anomaly -free equation £x. = 0 can be satisfied provided 

that 

h = 0 . (4.2) 

This determines all the QNs of the theory up to an overall scale, and one finds 

\ = i[l+(2N-2k-l)C-l)
k]h'. (4.3) 

In particular notice that then 

10 for k odd 

k+i(k+i = L K * |h' for k even , 

so that the only left-over anomaly-free equation £x. = 0 is also automatically 

satisfied. The reason for the anomaly cancellations becomes clear when 

noticing that the set x. given by (4.3) is nothing but a permutation of 

the 'Sli(2)-originated' numbers -t,-t+l, ,t, with t = ̂ - h ' . SU(2) , 

as it is well known, is anomaly-free. Nonetheless, it it by no means 

trivial why should the canonical structure of the Fermi mass matrix signify 

a horizontal SU'(2) symmetry. 

To specify the explicit correlation between M^ ^ and NK , we 

notice that 

"kf ~ <f- I'-*' 
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2) If X. - h'.then X = -h' with k, 1 being related to k',1', 

respectively, by the permutation subgroup 

(l-»2),(3+-»4), ... (4.6) 

This can be easily verified, using the fact (4.4) that x, ,*x, = 0, 

leading to 

" k ? ^ (4.7) 

Thus,M*- * is predicted to be canonical too. The relative deformation 

however, of the structures of W^ J and M J is a characteristic feature 

of the horizontal flavor-chirality and cannot be rotated away. We 

demonstrate this point for three and four generations. For N = 3 

«Cd) = 

0 ;d x ve 1 X ; 0 

djVe1*; 0 ; d 2 v - e i r 

0 ;d"2v'-21X' ' d .ve** 

(4.8a) 

„c«) 
0 ; u . v e I X ; u , v ' e l X ' 

;« 
_ i v r 

u_v'e ; 0 ;u ve 

(4.8b) 



0 

d l V e i X 

0 

0 

; d l V e l X 

; o 

; d .v 'e 

; o 

; o 

; d 2 v ' e i x ' 

; • o 

• T i * 

; o 

; o 

; d ^ X 

; d / « i X ' 
4 

0 ; 

ye-
iX ; 

0 

u 2 v ' e " i X ' 

y e " 

0 

0 

0 

iX 

V 
, tr.ve 

4 

0 

0 

.-1* 
-iX 

; u ,v ' e~ 

; o 

; o 

The similarity between Ml ' and M l u ) shows off more strongly when the (mass) • 

matrices Ml are constructed. These hermitian matrices control the complex 

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa rotation matrix. It turns out that the vanishing 

elements of w- 'W- ' ' and M ^ M ^ are located exactly in the same places 

and so are the complex phases of the non-vanishing terms, e.g. for N = 4 

we obtain 
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M^V"^ . 

-.2 2 
d l V 

- 2 2 .2 ,2 
0 jdtV+d-V1; : d2a:3(„* 

~2 2 ,2 2 ;U,vT+d,v ; d , d , t 2 3 3 4 

0 ; d,d-(>) ; d_d„u)* ; d > +dfv 
4 3 J 4 3 4 

2 U 2 ,2 

(4.10a) 

MCu)M(u)t , 

2 2 2 ,2 u.v *u IV; 0 

2 2 

0 ; u ^ u 

0 ; u . u oj* 

U,U ID* ; 0 J U ^ + u f v 2 ; U U.01 
'3"4" 

~2 2 " ' 2 u u.oi* ;u2v
T+UjV 

C4.10b) 

with the notation 

. i(v-Y') 
(4.11) 

We proceed now to discuss the CP-violation associated with our G xU'(l) 

scheme. We start by arguing that the strong CP- violation problem is 

in fact automatically resolved ^ ] at the tree level. It follows 

immediately from the general structures of M^d' and M*u' that 

atg det KW = - arg det M'"-1 = N"x, (4.12) 

so that the tree-level contribution to the 9 parameter sim;ly vanishes. 

Our next target c-e the Kobayashi-Maskawa phases. To calculate them we 

diagonalize M ' } and M ( u ), that is 
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Mdiag. " W W-13). 

For the unitary matrices U R it is very convenient to use the notation 

(4.14) 

(e p) denotes a diagonal unitary matrix consisting of pure phases, 

l.e.,(e p) = Diag (e ̂ 1, ...., e ̂ N) • U is a reduced Kobayashi-Maskawa 

type matrix, namely U..(j = 1, N) and u-, (i = 1, -.-.N) are real. 

A very important property of the canonical mass matrices associated with 

the cases III and IV is that they exhibit a total number of 2N-1 non-vanishing 

elements. This in turn allows us to decompose M in the form 

M = (elBL)M(e"lBR) , (4. IS) 

with the rea l matrix M being defined by 

M ° M | X = X' = 0 . (4.16) 

For convenience, we carry out the calculation of the various 8-phases 

for case III. M J given by (3.21) gives rise to the following equations: 

B1L " B2R = B3L*B4R = ••• = BN-1L"6NR = *' 

d d d d d d (4.17a) 
B2L " B1R = B4L"63R * ••• ' BNL"VlR = *' 
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B2L"B3R = = BN-2L"BN-1R = X'' 

od pd _ _ ftd ftd _ -y, 
P3L P2R " " PN-1L~PN-2R ~ ' (4.17b) 

BNL"BNR = * • 

Up to an overall phase, the solution is given by 

SkL. = 7 [1-(-Dk(2N-2k+l)](X-X'), (4.18) 

BkL + BkR (4.19) 

As far as the phases associated with Ml ' are concerned, they satisfy 

a set of equations similar to (4.17a,b), only permutated according to 

(1-H-2),{3«-4) ) ..... (4.20) 

along with the substitution 

X+ - X, X'- - X'. (4.21) 

After some algebra, noticing that g^ play a similar role as g^+1 (k odd) 

or g (k even), we obtain 

and especially 

B k L = B k L - C X - X ' ) . «-2V 
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The last relation has a crucial impact on the weak CP-violation in the 

G x U' (1) schene. 

Choosing the 6, R phases in mch a way that M stays real, we are 

left with 

Kdiag. = (e i O L) S
LM«R<

e" i a R)- t«-24) 

The fact the M turns out to be real inplys that U _ are real orthogonal, i.e. 

"t,R " °L.R- (4-25) 

In other words, each U. joes not contain a Kobayashi-Maskawa like phases 

in it.' Consequently, for M .. to contain real positive eigen-masses 

it is necessary for the a. _ phases to be such that 

u,d _ u,d 
°kR " \ L . (4.26) 

This leaves a. ' as the only free parameters so far. 

The Cabibbo matrix U- is then given by 

Uc = ujuf = ( e S ^ C e - ^ C e ^ L j G f (e-
iaL). C4.27) 

Combining (4.23) and (4.25), this expression can be simplified to read 

IV = (eiaL) 0*3f (e-ia(). (4.28) 

We then exploit our left over degree of freedoni and without any lose of 

generality choose 
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<XkL = <Vl. = Const' t4-29' 

to finally obtain a completely real Cabibbo matrix. Thus we may conclude 

that at the tree level, although the theory does contain a physical phase 

^ = X-X'» Me have n—lther strong nor weak CP-violatior.s. 

Having a multigenerational theory, there may in principle be 

another independent source of CP-violation associated with the horizontal 

r 211 

gauge interactions. In the most general case such effects can occur1- ' 

already at the two generation level where no KM-phase may exist. Nonetheless, 

in the G„xU'(l) scheme under discussion also the horizontal source turns 

out to be dry at the tree level. This is a combined consequence of having 

a horizontal flavor chirality, a minimal Higgs system, and especially a 

non-Abelian horizontal group. To see this, we specify the currents which 

couple to the horizontal gauge boson B', i.e. 

x. • 

J L y u M V K + d L * (<t»u)-(L->R). (4.30) 
XN 

It is trivial to verify that fe'^JDiagCx, *iP 'e* ) i B phase-free, and 

with the help of (4.29) the relevant current becomes 

Xj 

^LY°L ( '• J KdL * (d*u)-(L-R). (4.31) 
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Note that a non-Abelian G^ would necessarily involve a non-diagonal 

matrix f-ft; replacing Diag (Xj,...^) B', such that the product (e'^f-K'fe ) 

would then contain CP-violating phases in its non-diagonal entries 

(to be elaborated in the next section). 

Another interesting feature has to do with Weinberg's type^ ' 

CP-violation. Such a mechanism can take place provided there are more 

than two Higgses, and an interaction term of the form 

(•^(•i+j) (4.32) 

is present in the potential. In our case we allow only two scalar fields 

(J»,, and the interaction term (4.32) is anyhow forbidden because it violates 

the Y» conservation. 

Nonetheless, let us not forget that the theory does contain a 

physical CP-violating phase that cannot be rotated away. This gives rise 

to the hope that we may have a natural explanation to the fact that the 

observed CP-violation has a superweak character. Moreover, the fact that 

only one physical phase is supposed to describe all CP-violating effects 

for any arbitrary total number of fermionic generations is by itself quite 

attractive. To realize the hidden CP-violation one may take one of the fol

lowing ways: Either to proceed beyond the tree level, or alternatively . 

allow for a non-Abelian horizontal factor. We feel that the second alter

native is much more appealing when recalling that the horizontal QN x. 

fixed by the structure of the Fermi mass matrix and the anomaly-free constraint, 

are typical SU(2) numbers although permutated. 
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V. CP-violation at the horizontal SU'(2) level 

It is crucial to notice that most of the conclusions derived so far 

are quite general in the sense that they stay valid even beyond the mini

mal U' (I)• Y1 may in fact represent any general generator whose restricted 

eignevalues, due to the anomaly-free and the no superfluous replication 

requirements, simply limit the possible candidates for &,. In particular, 

a horizontal SIV(2) appears as the natural and maybe the only available 

candidate of our embedding purposes. 

To eaibedd the schemes which have a purely canonical Fermi mass 

matrix, we first recall that the would be T'-QN are given by 

xk = I [l+(2N-2k+l)C-l)
k]h-, (5.1) 

with h' playing here the role of a common scale which can be taken as 

positive without any lose of generality. As mentioned earlier, the set 

1*vf given by (5.1) is a permutation of -t, -t+h',..., *• with 

t = i (N-l)h' . (5.2) 

The next to the highest T; turns out to be t-h', so that h' can be either 

1 or 1/2. The left over possibilities are therefore the following: 

h' = 1 •* The generations furnish a single SU'(2) representation, namely 

the t = i (N-l) representation. Canonical SU'(2) schemes for an even 

number of generations must fall into this category. 

h' = j"fc The various generations are assigned to the representations 5= (N-l) 

and f (N-3). N must of course be odd. 

As far as semi-canonical schemes are concerned, the cmbeddable ones 

are those whose two canonical blocks in the mass matrix are of dimensions 
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^ and 2- for N even, or -~- and -4— if N happens to be odd. For 

these exclusive schemes, the set x. of horizontal QN coincides with a 

permutation of -t,-t+l,...,t. Some closer inspection shows that h1 can 

be either 1 or 2. For h' =1 the fermions are assigned to two representations, 

while foi h'=2 only one fermionic representation is involved. The situation 

is somewhat different for a semi-canonical N-even scheme. This is 

because the anomaly-free equations require h+h'=0, rather than h=0 as in 

all the previous cases. It turns out, however, that the scheme is SU(2) 

embeddable only for h'=-h=l with a single associated fermionic rep

resentation. 

To demonstrate the above considerations, we discuss in some detail 

the presently realistic N=3 case. Let d,s and b denote the Q=-l/3 quarks 

associated with Ti =-t,t,0, respectively, so that 

-2t 

0 

-t 

0 -t 

2t t 

t 0 (5.3) 

t = 1 nu-'ans of course a single vectorial fermionic representation, while 

t = 1/2 corresponds to the case where two such representations, 

a spinor and singlet, are involved. The various cases are: 

M t=l,h> = r 

a 0 

0 b 

-b -a (S.4a) 
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"t=l,h'=2-

a 0 

b 0 

0 -a 

(5.4b) 

Mt-I h- -1 
t - 2 , h "7 

0 a 0 

a 0 b 

0 ±b c 

(5.4c) 

Mt»i,h' 

a 0 

b 0 

0 c 
(5.4d) 

For simplicity we have assumed here that the relevant Higgs components 

with T,=0,h' belong to the T=0,h' representations, respectively. From 

(5.4a)-(5,4d) we can deduce that for the realization of a zeroth-order 

fermionic mass hierarchy it is more likely that the fermions belong to 

two independent representations, i.e. t = 1/2. 

We proceed now to show how soft tree-level CP-violation spontaneously 

accompanies the non-abelian horizontal gauge interactions. The relevant 

interaction terms are 
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+ (d *-> u) + (L ->• R,T +- f * ) . (5.5) 

Here d = (d,s,b,...) denotes the physical down-quarks. The CP-violating 

physics is hidden within U '". We therefore recal 1 that U given by (4.14) 

is subjected to (4.23), (4.25) and (4.29). Namely, its reduced KM-like 

factor U is phase-free, while the outer phases a,6 are all expressable 

in terms of the only physical phase 6 = (x-X')* Consequently, (5.5) can 

be written in the form 

S'rLYO!tf.ff-8'>3fo. *••"' C5'6) 

•he-re 

feff i (e-
ig) T (ei6). (5.7) 

This explains why a non-abelian horizontal group is needed if we are after 

a tree-level CP-violation. All the diagonal elements of T. simply stay 

unaffected. Moreover, (5.7) actually represents an internal rotation 

around the horizontal z-axis caused^ by the characteristic phase elimination 

performed in the vertical sector. This statement is by no means trivial, 

and depends on the special values, for example (4.18), for the various 

3-phases. 

For case III, i.e. N even and a canonical mass matrix, we have 

already discussed the specific mass matrix (3.21), the horizontal QN-x^ 

given by (4.3), and the 8-phases (4.18). Notice that the generations 

labeled by 1,2,3 N carry the corresponding T,-QN-t,t,-t+l,t-lf-t+2,t-2, 
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Now.since Wj couples to A T,'= ±1 currents, it is only relevant to calcu

late the phase differences B.-B., with i-j = + 2. Following (4-18), it is 

easy to verify that 

This means that the gauge matrix T „ -W can be written as f-i5' - , such 

that 

W „ = cos 6-W -sin 6-W, 
x,eff x y 

W . .„ = sin 6-W + cos 6-WJ (S.9) 
y.eff x y' 

Wz,eff= Wi-

He interpret this result as the geometrical origin of the horizontal 

CP-violation. Notice that (S.9) actually means 

W' ± > e £ f = e
iS»;. (5.10) 

The horizontal interactions of the right-handed fermions are very 

similar to those of the left-handed fennions. It is true that the flavor 

-*• ± * 

chirality necessitates that T be replaced by -T, but in the same time, 

following eq. (4.19), 

UkR = -B k L (k=l, N) (S.ll) 
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up to an overall phase. This means that (5.10) consistently describes 

the CP-violation associated with the right-handed fermions. 

We do not intend to carry out here a detailed calculation of CP-

violation for specific physical systems and processes. This depends 

of course very heavily on too many variables which are currently beyond 

our control* For example, the essential mixings of the horizontal gauge 

bosons and their associated mass spectrum originate from the large VEVs 

of Higgs fields * which are supposed to be blind with respect to the 

vertical interactions. It is also not clear at all whether the ferraions 

belong to a single or to several representations, and what are the additional 

non additive SU 1^) degrees of freedom of the ordinary ^-fields. Nonetheless, 

it is pedagogical to estimate the orders of magnitude of the CP-violating 

parameters e and £' associated with the tP-lf system. The importance of 

such a crude estimation has to do with the fact that within the multi-

generational schemes discussed here, the leading CP-violation comes from the 

horizontal gauge interaction, unlike conventional horizontal models, we 

may thus end with an upper bound on the W* mass scale. 

Our main assumption at this stage is that the K -K mass difference 

is primarily due to the standard Gaillard-Lee two W-exchange box diagram. 

This by itself is known to put a lower bound on M ( W ) , such that 

M(W')* -2-M(W)* 104 GeV. (5.12) 

Now, in the absence of any KM-phases, the leading CP violations come 

from the single W'-exchange. We estimate 
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•G2.* ( 5- 1 3 ) 

with G and G' being the effective four Fermi couplings of the vertical 

and the horizontal gauge interactions, respectively, while mf is a 

fermionic mass scale of few GeV. Thus, e turns out to be a measure of 

first-order superweaK versus second-order weak processes. It is then 

easy to verify that a mass scale of order 

M(t.') -v. 105-106GeV (S.14) 

is needed to support the experimental measured value of 

e = 2 x 10"3. (5.IS) 

In a general theory involving intergenerational interactions, the energy 

scale of 10-10 GeV should be interpreted as the highest lower bound 

for M(W'). The more so in our case where we may lose the CP-violating 

effect for M(W') much higher than 10 GeV. In other words, (5.14) simply 

fixes the location of the so-called ''energy oasis" beyond the WS mass 

scale. 

There are.however, some factors that may change the estimate (5.14), 

causing M(W') to be ttn tiroes heavier. This can be the case provided 

the horizontal AS=? transition is not Cabibbo suppressed. We recall that 

the corresponding two W-exchange AS=2 transition is Cabibbo suppressed. 
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Notice that the bare transition d..d.,-> d.,d.,fi^i) is forbidden since it 

apriori violates T' conservation, while d° d..-*ti.Dd.n is allowed if |i-j|=l. 
J lL j i, jK In 

The final effect maybe the increase of (5.14) by another order of mag

nitude, i.e. by a factor ^ -• . 
0 C 

Finally we argue that the resulting CP-violation scenario is naturally 

superweak. Not only it reflects the existence of an extra interaction with 

a superweak strength, but it also tells us that 

e'/.e = 0 (5.16) 

The famous "Penguin diagrams", which cont r ibute to K -decay and are p r imar i ly 

respons ib le for causing E'^0 in the KM model, do not carry now any phase 

since t h e i r associa ted W-exchange i s CP- conserving. Altogether we may 

have an a l t e r n a t i v e CP-violation scenar io . 
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